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often at that testing mental reference the rounded
sentences of the letter to The Times, the neurotic
brilliance of the highbrow weekly, have seemed to
dislimn like mist melting from a rock. Yes, I learned
a great deal, as much perhaps as I have learned any-
where, save in my own house. It was not an easy
lesson to learn. Even physically there were diffi-
culties. Often I would drive over from Oxford for a
meeting or two, and get back the same night. One
could start at three or later, and drive two and a half
hours—the market place of Faringdon, Lechlade and
the William Morris country, the infant Thames,
Cirencester and its noble church, grey Tetbury and
the pleasant hunting country beyond, the long
market street of Chipping Sodbury, the approaches
to Bristol. A cup of tea and a talk and off, a handful
of supporters in the car, perhaps to some lonely
agricultural village. "There are two people you
must call on here, Mr. Elton." And then one of my
companions bawling lustily on the margin of an
empty village green, no audience save the rest of our
car load and a cow; the gradual muster of watchful
non-committal villagers, a dozen or so when I
begin; an occasional car passing on the high road
with a backward craning of heads as it vanishes round
the corner; the two gaffers who stand motionless
just out of earshot, gazing; and the gaffer beyond
them in the middle distance, and the gaffer who leans
intently over a gate on the far horizon; the chat
when the meeting is over with the one or two who
have been brave enough to linger on; the drive to
another village, and another, and another, and all
to do over again; the return to our starting-place;

